
THE BTIB DIGITAL POLICY 
 

 

BTIB is aware of the need for an expanding digitalization process for ensuring wider access to knowledge and 

academic training in Europe. For such a reason, BTIB keeps its institutional information on www.itb.ro, in 

permanent update and revision of data. 

BTIB has an web-supported program, accredited, the Distance Course Programme  (DCP,  or PID – Program 

Invățământ la Distanță), which uses the Moddle platform and can be found on http://www.itbmoodle.ro/ . Due 

to the Covid-19 pandemy, this Moodle platform has accomodated in 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 academic years,  

the Daily Attendace Programme (DAP, or PIF – Program de Invățământ cu Frecvență). 

At the same time BTIB follows the Erasmus initiative towards ensuring digital access to education via specific 

tools as the European Student Card. Information regarding this tool and its opportunities can be found at 

https://ec.europa.eu/education/education-in-the-eu/european-student-card-initiative_en. Here one could find 

more data about Online Learning Agreements, Erasmus plus, Mobile App, etc. 

BTIB encourages students to use the Erasmus Online language support https://erasmusplusols.eu/ro/  (see also 

https://erasmusplusols.eu/en/  or https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources/online-linguistic-

support_en) for evaluating language proficiency and taking language courses. 

BTIB is promoting the Erasmus Without Paper initiative, presented at https://www.erasmuswithoutpaper.eu/ . 

Information about BTIB and its courses is increasingly present on the BTIB Erasmus Dashboard (cf. 

https://www.erasmus-dashboard.eu/my-university/general-info).  

 

In the next 4-5 years, BTIB will aim to increasing its use of Erasmus Dashboard so to ensure:  

A. Managing Inter-institutional agreements and online Learning agreements (cca. 2022-25) 

B. Receiving and sending student nominations (2023-2027) 

C. Arraging for current regulations and facilities that enable it to exchange transcripts of records, 

conversion of records, and other data  related to student mobility (2024-2025) 

 

BTIB will provide links on www.itb.ro for information regarding EWP projects and tutorials such as Erasmus 

Dashboard for HEIs - https://www.erasmus-dashboard.eu, Online Learning Agreement for students - 

https://www.learning-agreement.eu .   

 

BTIB aims at developing its use of the Erasmus Dashboard, if it will be awarded the Erasmus ECHE Charter by 

taking action in the following three main areas: 

 

1. Institutional organization of data and structure. 

2. Adapting and transforming the structure of BTIB activities. 

3. Utilizing and promoting the digital approach. 

 

Approved in the Senat in  ......../......./......... 

 

BTIB Dean  

Conf.dr. Daniel FODOREAN 
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